2) Equations
Grids. We define a regular grid R (http://spatialreference.org/ref/epsg/31467/) with grid points Grids of aggregated data were obtained by taking the spatial mean of data at α = 1 km resolution:
Five grids of resolutions of 1, 10, 25, 50 and 100 km with the corresponding number of grid cells 34168, 20, 80, 24 and 9 were constructed. Empty grid cells (data unavailable) were ignored in the calculations. Having time series of daily time steps, was applied on each time step. The standard distance of the resulting grids, being a measure for the grid point dispersion (Bahrenberg et al. 2010) , is given by Fig. S1 . Maps displaying main regional climate variables are given by Zhao et al. (2015) .
Variable notation.
A simplified notation will be used in the following, indexing variables in their dimensions . In the following, equations are conducted over all elements of a given dimension and are applied to all dimensions indicated. For instance, averages are given by where the variable is averaged over dimensions A. In the following, these dimensions were considered e.g. refers to a yield of a given resolution, grid cell, year and crop model. Analysis of systematic effects in simulated yields. The order of mean changes in a given model output due to input data aggregation was analyzed by calculating the fraction of simulated yields following monotonously the order of the resolutions for each model:
Equations for Taylor diagrams.
The centered root-mean-square difference (RMSD) was calculated as follows:
The standard deviations σ for single models and for the model ensemble mean were calculated as described in eq. 5. The correlation coefficient R was calculated as follows: Figures   Fig. S1 . Standard distance. . Probability density functions of the effect of climate input data aggregation from 1 km resolution to 100 km resolution on the silage maize biomass estimate for the region under potential conditions. Blue bars indicate the three years with the most negative aggregation effect while red bars indicate the three years with most positive aggregation effect. . Probability density functions of the effect of climate input data aggregation from 1 km resolution to 100 km resolution on the silage maize biomass estimate for the region under water-limited conditions. Blue bars indicate the three years with the most negative aggregation effect while red bars indicate the three years with most positive aggregation effect.
3) Soil properties and initial conditions

